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Which media do your pre-

fer for election news...

(a) Electronic  (b) Digital

(c) Web 

To vote, log on to 
www.theglobaltimes.in
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Has election theatre turned

into cyber war room in 2014

Lok Sabha elections?

POLL RESULT
for GT issue March 31, 2014

Meet the aura master, P4

Aerial disappearances, P7

Results as on April 12, 2014

Status of the week
It is your biggest power. Your vote
is going to decide the PM for 1.21
billion. It is my humble request to
all my friends to go through the
history of the candidate before
voting. It is our country and
whatever we sow  today is what
we'll reap tomorrow...

Arohan Sharma, ASET, Alumnus
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Watch out for a special
edition on Youth Power. 
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Medical messiah
He is known for his phenomenal work in oncology and fighting obesity.

Dr Pradeeep Chowbey in an interview to Tushar Jain, Amity Institute of

Biotechnology shares his journey as a doctor and prolific work done by him

A
pioneer in the field of laproscopic

surgery, Padmashree Dr Pradeep

Chowbey, is one of the best doctors

for bariatric surgery in Delhi. Dr Chowbey

established the Minimal Access, Metabolic &

Bariatric Surgery Centre, at the prestigious

Sir Ganga Ram Hospital, New Delhi in

1996.  It is the first of its kind centre in

the Asian subcontinent  to be set up

under his chairmanship. Read on to

know more about his great accom-

plishments...

Choosing bariatric surgery over

oncology: In the year 1999 during my

visit to some public schools, I found

that a large number of teenagers were

overweight. A further study of the

data revealed that this was a common

phenomenon. It is a known fact that obesity

developed during childhood lasts even after

attaining adulthood. All these factors caught

my attention and I chose to work in this area.

Inspiration behind setting up centre: I

firmly believe that the path of success is built

upon allegiance, fidelity, passion and dedi-

cation. One needs to completely submit one-

self to the cause in order to tread on the road

to glory.

Rising corruption in transplant techniques: Cor-

ruption undermines the intellect and manpower in-

vested in development of new techniques. Corruption

thrives as a result of growing lust for money and fail-

ure to fight pressure from higher authorities. We must

recognise the benefits that life-saving novel tech-

niques have on critically ill patients. We should listen

to our conscience and not succumb to greed.

Tackling obesity: Slimming centers prove ex-

tremely useful in case of overweight individuals, but

not for the ones fighting obesity. One must carefully

understand the thin line that differentiates the two

medical conditions. While slimming centers can be

credited for improving one’s lifestyle by introducing

changes in eating habits and exercises, they however,

fail to work wonders for an extremely overweight per-

son. This can be easily achieved through laparoscopic

bariatric surgery. But, they can prove useful when

preparing patients for pre and post–operative surgery

and also in cases where one has to reduce weight less

than 10 kgs. Fortunately or unfortunately, our local

cuisines are not the cause for obesity, whereas  junk

food is. The cooking medium is the cardinal factor;

its richness determines the calorie content. So one

should cut down on the consumption of junk food and

look out for healthier options.

Cancer prevention is better than cure: We should

think of ways to prevent cancer rather than fighting

this deadly disease. Lung cancer can be easily pre-

vented by avoiding smoking, while oral cancer can be

easily avoided by saying no to tobacco products. Be-

sides, regular check-ups help in early detection of

cancer. This can open a sea of opportunities for better

and timely treatment of the disease.

Message for parents/ schools: I would like to ad-

vise the school authorities to consider registering

Body Mass Index (BMI) of students at the time of ad-

missions. Once its measurement becomes a must, par-

ents and  students  would be able to seek advice from

doctors and dieticians. Also, the BMI data of student

should be discussed at PTA meetings so that parents

can ameliorate their child’s eating habits and encour-

age them to consume home cooked food. G  T

Dr Chowbey with GT reporters during his visit

to Amity University

Today political parties and politicians are

embracing technology like the normal

tech-savvy masses. From social network-

ing websites, to online videos, the politi-

cians are exploring it all, having realised

the power of technology. With one in three

Indians now owning a mobile phone, the

political parties now want to reach out to

the voters directly via mobile phones. On

the flip side, the common man has re-

gained interest in active politics and is not

shying away from posting messages on

CM’s Facebook page or leaving a com-

ment on the @PMO’s Tweet.

#WhatsApp?: Switch on your phone

and there’ll be at least 2-3 elaborate mes-

sages from political parties waiting for

one glimpse. Though, most people skim

through it, but, they have surely revived

common man’s interest in politics. The

true power of SMS was realised and har-

nessed by the newborn Aam Aadmi Party.

Though, controversial and unreliable, their

‘idea’ (apparently inspired from ‘IDEA’

cellular ad!) to seek a referendum from the

public, via SMS, on whether or not to form

the government in Delhi was a huge hit. A

combined sense of disbelief with empow-

erment clearly manifests in a dialogue

from the IDEA advertisement- “Arrey!

Netaji humse pooch rahe hain!”

#Hashtags: Social media has given

people, particularly the youth, a platform

to discuss and deliberate politics. But more

than that, it’s the power of the hashtags

that have made politics a cult (#Politics

SoCoolNow). Long before the actual

countdown to the 2014 elections, we’ve

seen thousands of Facebook users swear-

ing allegiance for their favourite candidate

by stamping hashtags everywhere- from

comment boxes, to status updates, to pro-

file photos ... everywhere! The number of

‘Likes’ on a politician’s Facebook page has

emerged as a credible scale to measure a

politician’s popularity. 

#ViralVideos ... #NoEscape ...
#SmilePlease?
‘Nayak 2’, ‘ArGo’, ‘Dharna Dance’,

‘Tragediwal on Dukhdarshan’ ... You’re

missing out on something incredibly hilar-

ious (yet informative) if you haven’t seen

these online videos. These humorous

videos depict the tragic truth of political

parties and politicians. Humour aside, on-

line video sharing and streaming websites

have also been responsible for exposing

horrifying faults in the system.

#Hologram ... #Instagram ...
#Memes 
It is important to connect with the voters

and what better way then 3D hologram

projection technology, Instagrams and

memes. Hologram was first used by BJP’s

prime ministerial candidate Narendra

Modi and today Instagram and memes

have emerged as the new craze among po-

litical parties. 

Here’s wrapping up by saying, “Don’t un-

derestimate the power of a common man.

And certainly not the common man with a

mobile !” As that one man can make or

break your chances of getting elected!

(The writer is a Political Science student
at Delhi University.)

G  T

I
ndians took a while to
fathom the power of
social media.

Politicians took even
longer. However, today,
it’s hard to imagine a day
without a tweet by a
politician! The
implication being that the
much awaited marriage
of Indian politics with
technology has finally
happened, and is going
strong. Vivasvaan
Srivastava, AIS Saket,
Alumnus brings to you
an insight into it.

Imaging: Ravinder Gusain, GT Network
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Send your answers to The Global Times, 
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Amity Law School Noida

Mokshda Bhushan, ALSN, Faculty  

T
wenty Amity Law School Noida

students, accompanied by their

professors, Mokshda Bhushan

and Dr Meenu Gupta attended a  na-

tional conference on the issue of sexual

violence on women, organised by the

Maitri NGO at Alliance Francaise,

Lodhi Road on March 21. The theme of

the conference was ‘Many Voices, One

Movement: Ending Sexual Violence in

India'. The conference addressed issues

of sexual violence at home, workplace,

in public spaces and in conflict zones. It

also discussed the response to sexual vi-

olence by organisations that provide

health services, the criminal justice sys-

tem and the media. 

Sexual violence at domestic level
The first session of the conference was

on the intersection of sexual violence

and domestic violence chaired by Vanita

Nayak Mukherjee from Ford Founda-

tion. Later, four speakers shared their ex-

perience on working towards rights of

women. There was a discussion at great

length about how the female fraternity

faces sexual violence at domestic level.

Though, home is considered to be the

safest domain for women, many in-

stances discussed reflected how women

are as unsafe inside home as they are

outside it. The esteemed speakers also

threw light on the Verma Committee's

recommendations. India continues to ex-

clude marital rape from the ambit of law.

Another topic touched upon was “Food

for Sex” in India where females are still

not able to sustain themselves.

Harassment in public places
The second session involved discussions

on stalking, harassment and sexual vio-

lence in public places chaired by Anju

Pandey, UN Women. During this ses-

sion, various issues were raised includ-

ing how schools and parents can unite to

combat sexual violence against children.

It was pointed out that teachers are ca-

pable enough to recognise initial signs

by children when they are unable to re-

port sexual violence against them. The

issue of functioning and effectiveness of

the Commissions for Women was

raised. Later, the dark side of virtual

world was discussed wherein the chil-

dren are unprotected and vulnerable.

Statistics show that there are increased

percentage of suicides and cases of de-

pression among children because of bul-

lying or harassment over the internet.

One of the suggested solutions was that

the parents should be more vigilant as

children have access to internet mostly

at home. 

Media & sexual violence 
The third session was more of an inter-

action. It focussed on the role of the

media and was chaired by Sonali Khan

from the NGO Breakthrough. The ses-

sion summed up that the media should

be more sensitive while reporting on

rape cases rather than sensationalising

the news on it. Another issue brought to

light was one on sexual violence against

the reporters and the harassment that fe-

male reporters face behind the scene.

The Tarun Tejpal case was discussed in

this context. 

The conference was a great learning ex-

perience for students as well as for the

faculty, who participated with enthusi-

asm, interacting with many of the ex-

perts and field workers alike. 

There is so much to do in India regard-

ing women’s sexual rights and ALSN

students have vowed to do their bit.

With inputs from 
Mallika Verma, ALSN

G  T

Protecting our women

Amity Law School Noida

Mokshda Bhushan & Ruchi Sharma

Amity Law School Noida, Faculty

A
mity Law School Noida organ-

ised a seminar on March 20 on

‘Forensics in Banks and Credit

Card Frauds’in the light of the online

frauds which seem to have increased ex-

ponentially. The event was organised by

Mokshda Bhushan and Ruchi Sharma,

assistant professors, ALSN. Legal ex-

perts, jurists, media experts and acade-

micians enlightened Amity Law School

students as well as students and faculty

from other departments of Amity Uni-

versity about this new crime which

seems to be gaining notoriety. 

The event was inaugurated in the pres-

ence of esteemed chief guest Dr J R

Gaur from Bureau of Police Research &

Development and the guest of honour

Rakshit Tandon, advisor, Cyber Crime

Cell, Gurgaon Police, CEO, A&R Info

Solutions Pvt Ltd. Rakshit Tandon in his

address emphasised the need of stringent

laws and increase in jurisdiction of in-

vestigating officers. J R Gaur stressed

upon the need of scientific, legal and

forensic knowledge to tackle the ad-

vanced techniques used in committing

such crimes. He said, “Diamond cuts di-

amond- if a criminal is using scientific

methods, we need to be ahead of them

in the field of science.” 

The event was conducted in four ses-

sions where eminent speakers presented

their papers, made significant sugges-

tions through their detailed research.

Suggestions such as being cautious

while writing out cheques, handling of

credit cards, study of forensic account-

ing and reviewing important areas of the

IT Act relating to the general aspects of

cyber crime came out during the session. 

Recommendations, like greater account-

ability by concerned players and in-

creased data protection were put

forward. The session saw discussions on

how to mitigate losses while dealing

with the problems faced when tackling

financial frauds. The recommendations

of the seminar would be sent to the rele-

vant authorities in near future. A book

containing the papers presented during

the session is in the pipeline.

The valedictory function was graced by

Sanjeev Sachdeva, judge, Delhi High

Court and Shams Khwaja, legal lumi-

nary, who congratulated the speakers,

the dean and director of ALSN, Maj Gen

Nilendra Kumar and the students for or-

ganising the event. G  T

Checking
online frauds
With online fraudulent practices on the rise, ALSN organised a

seminar titled, 'Forensics in Banks & Credit Card Frauds'

AICI3 P.P is

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Institute: Jawaharlal Institute of Post-

graduate Medical Education and 

Research 

Examination: JIPMER Entrance

Exam is conducted by Jawaharlal In-

stitute of Postgraduate Medical Educa-

tion and Research (JIPMER) for

admission to MBBS course 

Course: MBBS 

Eligibility: Must have passed / ap-

peared for HSC (10+2) examination

with physics, chemistry, biology /

biotechnology & English • For further

details, refer to prospectus link at

www.jipmer.edu.in

Online registration begins from:

March 19 (11:00am)

Last date for online registration:

May 2, 2014

Entrance Examination: Online JIP-

MER Entrance Exam 2014: June 8,

2014 (10:00am – 12:30pm)

Website: www.jipmer.edu.in

Examination: Consortium of Medical,

Engineering and Dental Colleges of

Karnataka (COMEDK UGET-2014)

Courses: MBBS (Medical): 4 ½

years;  BDS (Dental): 4 years;  BE

(Bachelor of Engineering): 4 years; B.

Arch (Bachelor of Architecture): 5

years

Eligibility: MBBS/BDS: 10+2 higher

secondary or equivalent examination,

recognized by State / Central Govern-

ment. The last two years of study

should include physics, chemistry and

biology (PCB) with English as a com-

pulsory subject; B.E: 10+2 higher sec-

ondary or equivalent examination

recognized by State/ Central Govern-

ment. The last two years of study

should include physics, chemistry and

mathematics (PCM) with English as a

compulsory subject; B Arch: 10+2

higher secondary or equivalent exami-

nation with mathematics as one of the

subjects along with other subjects. The

candidate should have appeared for

National Aptitude Test in Architecture

(NATA) conducted by Council of Ar-

chitecture with a minimum score of 80

out of 200

Issue of online application form: For

MBS / BDS & BE: March 12, 2014

For B Arch: May 23, 2014 

Last date for online registration: For

MBBS/BDS & B.E: April 12; For

B Arch: June 9, 2014

Entrance Examination: For

MBBS/BDS & B E: COMEDK

UGET-2014: May 11, 2014; For B

Arch: on all working days from March

1, 2014 onwards

Website: http://www.comedk.org

Taruna Barthwal, Amity Career
Counselling & Guiance Cell, career

counsellor and manager

Scholastic Alerts

For any query write to us at careercounselor@amity.edu
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Students and faculty of ALSN attended an enlightening conference on sexual

violence against women that discussed a gamut of issues relating to the topic
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Aura AIFS Special

I
f you missed out on the

session on aura and its impact

with Geeta Mannem, the CEO

of @Ease, organised by Amity

Institute of Forensic Sciences on

Forensic Science Day, worry not.

She gets up close and personal in

an interview that sums up the

session and shares much more…

How would you define a person’s aura?
The electromagnetic field around a person is known

as his/ her aura. This aura is nothing but the flow of

energy around him. This energy is in the form of

light energy and it spreads around a person as his

aura. This energy level also vibrates in the area

around that person and surrounds him at all times.

The bigger and more powerful the aura around a

person, the greater the immunity level a person has.

Besides, it also signifies that the person has a strong

Emotional Quotient, meaning the emotions of oth-

ers don’t affect him. In fact, not just human beings,

but even objects and animals have an aura. 

Is it possible to change one’s aura? 
Yes, it is possible to increase one’s aura which can

be read through a scanner. Aura reading is a psy-

chological, physical and spiritual reading of a per-

son. There are simple things which enhance it. For

instance, lighting a lamp in the room can increase

its energy. Spiritual practices such as yoga and med-

itation also increases aura as they prepare the body

to access greater energy and balance it out. 

Please share a case study with us on how 
increasing the electromagnetic field around a 
person healed a disease or a medical problem.
A revered figure from ISKCON, Hyderabad visited

us. Both his kidneys had stopped working. We put

him on a harmonizer, or an equipment that supplies

light energy. He’s been on it for 7 to 8 years now,

and that to  without undergoing dialysis! An im-

proved aura is also quite effective in treating gy-

naecological problems in women who cannot bear

children. Light energy can do wonders to them.

Such practices are very effective when it comes to

dealing with cases of depression. Many engineer-

ing students suffer from depression, and increasing

the electromagnetic field around them can help

them overcome this problem. Most illnesses can be

treated through energy management, however doc-

tors do not identify where the energy is lacking.

Once all the energies in the body and around an in-

dividual are balanced, he can be treated. Geopathic

stress is a very common reason behind an illness.

Is aura reading accredited in India?
So far, aura reading has not received its due recog-

nition even though it can do wonders in the med-

ical field. In India, we are yet to make major strides

and the importance of aura reading is yet to gain

full acceptance here. In countries like Germany,

there has been progress in this field.

(As told to Namrata Gulati, GT Network)
G  T

Namrata Gulati, GT Network

A
mity Institute of Forensic

Sciences celebrated Forensic

Science Day on March 13

with much enthusiasm. The occasion

was graced by the chief guest Dr C N

Bhattacharya, chief forensic scientist,

Directorate of Forensic Science

Services, MHA, Government of

India; and other luminaries like Arun

Pandey, director, BM Nuix Pvt Ltd,

Delhi and Abhishek Chauhan, GE

Health Services. The highlight of the

day was a number of out-of-the-

ordinary experiments performed live

by Geeta Mannem, CEO, @ EASE &

CMD, Geo- Engineers, Hyderabad

and New Delhi, during her session on

electromagnetic field and its effects.

Here are some…

Experiment 1: The aura of objects

The subject’s (student) aura was

tested with an aura scanner to confirm

whether the rudraksh bracelet on his

arm adds or depletes his aura. When

the machine was brought close to the

subject wearing a bracelet, his elec-

tromagnetic field (or aura) increased

manifold. Similarly, another student

was tested on whether the combina-

tion of zircon stone and pearls that

adorned her wrist was adding to her

aura. The minute the student removed

her bracelet, her aura depleted by

about 90%.

Experiment 2: The power of truth

The subject was asked to lie about his

name. The minute he uttered the

wrong name, the aura scanner showed

that his aura had depleted. This was

due to the fact that his mind and en-

ergy were not in coordination. 

Experiment 3: Scanning heart

chakra

The strength of the subject’s heart

chakra (Dr S K Shukla, director,

AIFS) was tested through an aura

scanner. The scanner revealed a

healthy heart chakra with an

electromagnetic field that kept

widening. As per the expert’s (Geeta

Mannem) view, the healthy heart

chakra makes him an emotionally

strong, yet an open and freindly

person. She added that this could

probably explain his popularity

among students.

Experiment 4: The supremacy of

chanting ‘Om’

An experiment was carried out on the

subject (Dr Shruti, faculty, AIFS) to

see how chanting ‘Om’ impacted her

aura. Everytime she chanted the

word, her aura increased by leaps and

bounds. The minute she stopped, it

dropped too.

Experiment 5: Be spiritual!

The electromagnetic field around the

subject (Geeta Mannem) left every-

one amazed as it extended  beyond

the stage. The experiment explained

that everyone has the potential to in-

crease his/her aura, particularly

through spirituality. 

Experiment 6: Increasing aura with

tulsi plant 

When Geeta Mannem was presented

a tulsi plant, she conducted another

impromptu experiment on herself that

revealed that plants have an impact on

people’s aura too. The aura around the

subject (the expert herself) was

scanned with and without the tulsi

plant. As expected, her aura, with the

pot of tulsi plant in her hand increased

manifold.G  T

Amity Institute of Forensic Sciences celebrated Forensic Science Day on March 13 with an

informative session on aura and its effects, all demonstrated through experiments and discussions 

Celebrating Forensic Science 

The session was a treasure trove of
interesting facts shared here:

�Earth induced stress in a geographical area is

known as geopathic stress. It has been revealed

that most children born handicapped are born in

this area. Learning, nervous and rheumatic dis-

orders can be caused by this kind of stress. A rise

in crime can also be related to it.

�Studies conducted by WHO have revealed that

70% of all buildings are ‘sick buildings’ because

they lie in the geopathic stress area. 

�The earth’s electromagnetic radiations can

cause electrical breakdowns in machines, its

components- even affect their readings, lowers

the potency of the medicine and raw material

stored in these fields.

�Every object has an electromagnetic field/en-

ergy or aura of its own. Therefore, every object

that we wear, like belts, shoes or gems can add

or deplete our aura. 

�The human mind gets 60,000 unconscious

thoughts in a day that constantly create or circu-

late in our environment. One negative thought

leads to more negative thoughts. 

�Chanting ‘Om’ or meditating increases a per-

son’s aura manifold by increasing his/her elec-

tromagnetic field, thereby increasing his/her

immunity level. 

�A 100 gm tulsi plant increases a person’s aura

by 9 meters. 

�Vastu Shatsra is a science and not a supersti-

tion. It is said that ideally, a home should give

out 9 frequencies. 

�Animals always sleep in good energy planes,

especially horses and dogs. Thus they can help

gauge a high energy zone. 

�Microwave radiations emitted from mobile

phones, computers and other wi-fi devices for

long periods, exhaust our body cells’ defence

system thereby lowering the immunity and mak-

ing us vulnerable to various diseases. A person

should use a mobile phone for a maximum of 6

minutes in a day. 

�Surveys have shown that most crimes are

committed when a person loses temper. Aura

healing can greatly help calm the person by con-

trolling his frequency thereby lowering crime

rate in the society. 

�Aura is also related to agriculture. Bad seeds

are imbued with negative and good seeds with

positive energy. 

Increase your aura
Learn how to enhance your aura with Geeta

Mannem, a popular aura master with a wellness

organisation that helps synchronise your energy

Fact file on aura

Aura Master: Geeta Mannem

A student gets her EQ scanned

AIFS director Dr SK Shukla (C) with students and staff from his department pose with dignitaries 
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Dance forms 
Kerala’s rich cultural heritage has flourished over

centuries. The state boasts of various rich dance

forms, especially folk dances.

Koothu: When performed in theatres, it is called

Koothambalam. This form has come to be looked

upon as the mono act par excellence in which a sin-

gle actor acts the role of all the characters with 

appropriate gestures.

Koodiyattam: It is believed to be the earliest

form of dramatic art in Kerala.

Kathakali: This form of dance is performed with

elaborate and majestic costumes, representing the

important stages of evolution of dances of Kerala.

Yakshagana: It is a famous art form where a

male actor plays all the characters, including the

female characters.

Mohiniyattam: This dance form is a mixture of

Kathakali, Kaikottikkali and Bharatanatyam.

Art and music
Temple arts: Kerala is known for various temple

arts like Gitam, Chendamelam, Parishavadyam,

Nagaswaramelam and Chavittunatakam.

The art of painting: Kerala’s rich art forms can

be traced to Post-Ajanta period. The murals of

Tirunandikkara are believed to be of Pandiyan ori-

gin. The performance of religious rites necessi-

tated the development of a special kind of

pictorial art in the state known as Kalamezuthu.

The churches in  Kerala also contain valuable

pieces of paintings.

Handicrafts: The handicrafts of Kerala are

known for its unique style, perfection and elegant

designs. The craftsmen make the most skillful use

of the raw materials without compromising

on aesthetics, thus making a valuable

contribution to the handicraft market.

Classical and folk music:

The people of Kerala region

are known for enriching Indian

culture. The state has reserved a

place of honour for itself through

its outstanding contribution

in the field of music.

Architectural 
delight
The architecture of

Kerala is unbeatable.

To name a few, the

Tantrasamuchaya, Vasthuvidya, Maushyalaya

chandrika and Silparatna are the celebrated trea-

tises in the field of architecture that Kerala has

contributed to the world. The Padmanabhapuram

Palace, the Dutch Palace at Mattancherry and Kr-

ishnapuram Palace near Kayamkulam are some of

the famous palaces of Kerala that are worth a view.

The rock temples, wood carvings and metal cut-

tings are excellent pieces of works of Kerala, that

are not only famous for the detailed work, but also

for the legends that each work narrates.

More on Kerala 
In Kerala, Hinduism is the main religion . Muslims

and Christians also co exist peacefully. Resting on

low hills in southern Kerala is the state’s capital

Thiruvananthapuram (Trivandrum). People of the

state celebrate many festivals including Onam,

Vishu (new year) and Christmas. The state boasts

of achievements in religion and philosophy, lan-

guage and literature, art and architecture, educa-

tion and learning. 

In 2011, the state touched a Human Development

Index of 0.791, which is categorised as very high,

rather. The state is also known for its high literacy

rate. The land, dubbed as ‘God’s own country’ is

not only famous for its scenic beauty, but is also

home to renowned intellectuals and evolved

artists.G T

Heritage revived
The 22 part series Discover
Bharat brought to you through
The Global Times during the
academic session 2013-14,
focussed on three states,
namely Uttar Pradesh,
Maharashtra and Kerala. The
celebrations, envisaged by
Chairperson
Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan
celebrated across all Amity
International Schools brought
alive the art, cuisine,
traditions, lifestyle, flora and
fauna etc of the three states,
thereby enriching the students’
knowledge base while bringing
them closer to their heritage.
The academic session 2014-15
shall witness schools
celebrating heritage of Indian
states Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and J&K. Watch out
for them after the vacations.

In spotlight: Kerala

Jasmine Kaur &
Shaheen Chanana, AIS P V, VIII B

F
ormed on November 1,
1956, Kerala is
regionally referred to as

Keralam. Hailed as the
‘destination of a lifetime’, it is
wedged between the Western
Ghats in the east and Arabian
Sea in the west. The cultural
life of modern Kerala came
into being after synthesis of
various cultures. The state
known for its scenic beauty
attracts a large number of
tourists. Read on to know more
about the state...

God’s own country

A famous mural painting of Kerala A typical house boat found in Kerala Unique handicrafts of Kerala

Celebrations in Kerala
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“We had the illusion of control
and it's just been shown to us
that oh, folks, you know what?
A really big airliner can just
vanish. And nobody wants to
hear that." 
Ric Gillespie, a former US
aviation accident investigator

If only it were an Agatha Christie novel, Hercule

Poirot would have resolved what experts from

across the world are still battling to explain. But

alas! It involves a real flight with real people

aboard who suddenly vanished in thin air. Be-

fore the whole world gets busy in their own in-

ternal affairs and elections dominate prime time,

pushing the Malaysian Airlines flight 370 into

the list of unexplained plane disappearances

(Read Pg 7), its time to ponder.

The mysterious disappearance of the plane is not

a new phenomenon. Yet every time an incident

like this happens, it leaves the people with a

sense of discomfort and tons of baffling ques-

tions that remain unanswered. It also throws an

open challenge to scientists.

In real life too, we experience many ‘whys’ for

which perhaps there is no right answer. I re-

member watching the film Jurassic Park where

scientists create only female dinosaurs to keep

check on their population, only to realize that

they have multiplied defying all scientific

boundaries. Though, a fictional story, it leaves

the audience seeking answers. And anything

unanswered, leaves behind a feeling of discom-

fort. It begins a quest for answers.

However, till the mystery MH-370 surrounding

is solved, it will take a lifetime for the relatives

of the survivors to accept that the 239 people on

board may never be found and for science to ac-

cept that perhaps Malaysian Airlines flight 370

has made into the category of many other unex-

plained aerial disappearances. G  T

Vira Sharma
Managing Editor

Unex-plane-ed

Nikita Bakhshi, AIS Saket, XII

T
o quote from the realms of psy-

chology, a child is born into a

‘big buzzing blooming confu-

sion’ and spends the rest of her life

sorting it ideally through instinct,

which  rarely mislead, directing  to-

wards survival, safety and success.

However, the environment, in the form

of  parents, caregivers, educators, so-

ciety and culture, comes with a list of

restricting parameters, and more often

than not, ends up overriding the voice

of instinct.

Lost in the woods
By the time the child is two, s/he would

surely have heard ‘no’ a billion times!

There are preconceived notions about

what the child should ‘be’, by experts

who mollycoddle, smother, dictate and

entice the child with so much rhyme

and hardly any reason! This is not to

advocate that a child needs to prepare

for Mowgli’s life in the jungle but

clearly, there should be some scope for

the child's instinctive wants which can

be quite different  at times!

Teen titans 
As the child steps into teenage gin-

gerly, with unsure steps, things take a

turn for the worst. It turns into a war

of wits between the teenager and the

wise people around with only the

teenager being the ignorant one with

no clue about how to handle life, stud-

ies and career. “Look at so and so, how

well s/he is doing because s/he does

what is told ...” is almost a readymade

formula to success that is thrust upon

the hapless and bewildered teen.

Mighty multitaskers
Ah, the responsibilities of an adult!

Being an adult means juggling careers

and families with elan, just like such

and such does. Where is the time to

pursue off beat interests? Those are

only for the bravehearts who don’t

think twice before making offbeat

choices, create new paths and not fol-

low the old beaten ones. In most cases,

the adult starts the cycle of life in the

same way as so many others. 

Instinct versus norm
The cycle of life sounds so uninspiring

yet teeming millions follow it like a

rule book. Those who dare to follow a

different path are not really wayward.

They dare to follow their heart and

look beyond beaten path. May their

brood grow!G  T

“One machine can do the
work of fifty ordinary men. No
machine can do the work of
one extraordinary man.” 

- Elbert Hubbard

From travelling on foot across

the country to connect with the

masses to going viral on Face-

book and Twitter, the modus operandi of can-

vassing during elections has come a long way.

To find an instant connect with the largest vote

bank of the country, ie, the youth, the electoral

candidates have taken to the language they un-

derstand and relate to. If social networking in-

dices are anything to go by, they have made it

convenient to track the candidates’ followers.

Party specific videos being aired on prime time,

loaded with a steady dose of emotional content,

are quite likely to touch sentimental chords.

Even radio and FM channels have parties

screaming for attention. From paper ballots to

electronic voting, the process of elections has

surely undergone a sea change.

Though, age old rallies and processions continue

to rub shoulders with the new tech savvy ap-

proach, it goes without saying that internet ac-

tivism is likely to find more takers among the

educated class, especially youngsters. 

No matter how much the technology advances,

it can only expedite the process of finding a true

leader, it cannot lead by itself. However, an elec-

tion brings with it, hope. Hope for the resurrec-

tion of ill practices and abating of corruption.

This election too, the common man is hoping for

a miracle. Everyone is looking forward to an ex-

traordinary leader who can truly emancipate the

country. Everyone's pinning their hopes that the

upcoming elections will turn around the fabric

of governance and choose a befitting leader for

the largest democracy in the world.G  T

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson

Who’s life is it anyway?

Courteous w
ords 

Say SORRY when you feel you have
hurt someone emotionally or physically.

Internet activism

Faiz Ahmed, AIS MV, IV B

T
he foundation of a child’s life

starts with his first teacher, and

my life’s foundation was laid in

my playschool by my teacher Shivani

ma’m. She is very nice and kind. All

the children in the playschool liked

her. We used to jump around her all the

time to seek her attention. 

I still remember, during lunch break, if

any of us would not have our food, she

would feed us with her own hands just

like a mother. She would keep our

lunch boxes on her table in a circle and

make us finish our food. She had the

capacity to make even the most boring

of lunches seem so interesting that all

of us would happily finish our food in

no time. 

Even when I was looking for admis-

sion to a new school after playschool,

I used to go to her for help. She would

give me math sums to ensure that I

was never out of practice.

Shivani ma'm stays very close to my

house and is my grandmother's neigh-

bour. When I go to my grandmother's

house, I often see Shivani ma’m and

greet her. She always responds with a

beaming smile. Even, though I rarely

see her, I am in touch with her over the

phone. I ring her up on her birthday

and on Teacher's Day. I attribute my

love for studies and school to her be-

cause she made learning very easy for

all of us. No teacher can match up to

her. She is the best teacher in the

world. We should always love and re-

spect our teachers.G  T

Savannah Woods, AIS Vasundhara 1, XI

Exchange student from USA

W
hen one thinks of joy, one thinks of hap-

piness, sanity, cleanliness and purity.

One thinks of a family, enjoying a deli-

cious meal on a holiday. What is happiness? What

truly gives us joy? What makes us burst into laugh-

ter and brim with contentment and confidence? 

A study reveals that happiness does not revolve

around the meaningless. Happiness does not stem

from extra-curricular activities. It actually comes

from security. Once basic needs like shelter, food,

clothing and water are met, it makes us automati-

cally happy. That feeling of security, that feeling

of being looked after makes us happy. Once you

exceed those limits, once you have a roof over

your head, food on your plate and clothing on your

body, you can't get much happier. The rest are just

luxuries of life. Rarely, does one think of joy as ex-

isting in dark and filthy places; most assume joy

exists only when they have a loving family. What

about terminal patients in hospitals or children

without limbs? What makes them happy? They are

happy because they have found appreciation in

life. They appreciate the minutes they have left.

They appreciate the hand they still have, or the life

functions they still got.

They have developed a crucial attitude that nothing

will faze them. They are grateful for what they

have. They appreciate. They are alive.

Little Pearls of Wisdom 

A primary schooler fondly recalls his first teacher in playschool, who imbued in

him an everlasting love for school and studies and continues to inspire him

The foundation of childhood

Dear Editor,

My association with Amity began in the year 1996,

when my daughter joined class Nursery of AIS

Noida. It sowed the seed for a long parent-teacher

relationship. My son joined the same school in1999. 

Now that my daughter is about to get over with her

college and my son is on the threshold of beginning

one, I’d like to use this newspaper as a medium to

thank Chairperson Ma’am and Amity fraternity for

grooming them into confident and grounded adults.

The values ingrained in Amity helps students stand

out from the league. I want to express my gratitude to

Ratna ma’am, Jasmeet ma’am, Rakhi ma’am,

Vishakha ma’am and sir who taught flute to my

wards. They all have left an imprint on my children.

I’d like to give an ovation to all the teachers who

don’t hesitate walking an extra mile for guiding

children. They truly carry forward the vision of

Chairperson Ma’am and Founder President.

Kavitri Takoo 

(M/o Arunima Takoo, Alumnus &

Suhaas Takoo, AIS Noida, XII)

G  T

GT M@ilCan anyone be truly happy?

An individual's life, from birth to adulthood, is teeming with confusion. What to do,

what to wear, which career to pursue...and to top it all, endless advice from others!

Pic: Ravinder Gusain, GT Network
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W
ith countless theories being purported be-
hind the mysterious disappearance of
MH 370 and its 239 occupants, specula-

tion is rife that it could be the handy work of terror-
ists, a suicide bid by the pilot or the plane could have
exploded in the air, before disintegrating into
smithereens. But MH370 is not the only plane to be
covered in layers of mysteries, the history of aviation
is filled with mysterious disappearances which have
haunted people as early as 1783, when a hot air bal-
loon was reported missing. Here are some aviation
mysteries that bewildered civilians and investigators
alike for years, and some of them still do.

Flying Tiger Line Flight 739

Cause: Unknown

Reported missing: March 16, 1962

What happened: This plane was chartered by

the US military to carry 93 US military personnel to

Saigon, Vietnam to relieve the soldiers fighting

there. The flight had an unscheduled landing in

Guam to undergo minor maintenance of the en-

gines. After departing from Guam, 8 minutes later,

the radio operator at Guam was unable to establish

contact with the plane due to heavy static. The air-

craft was not seen or heard of thereafter.

Investigation: After eight days of largest air

and sea search operations in the history of the Pa-

cific, the plane was nowhere to be found. Many

conspiracy theories surfaced stating that the plane

was carrying some secret cargo. The possibility of

sabotage could not be ruled out as one of the civil-

ian tankers reported citing a brightly lit sky. It ap-

peared as an in-flight explosion, but the claim was

never verified. All the 107 occupants were later de-

clared dead and the question of what happened to

this ill-fated flight remains unanswered till date.

Egypt Air 990 

Cause: As per National Transportation Safety

Board it was a deliberate crash

As per the Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority, it

was a mechanical failure

Reported missing: October 31, 1999

What happened: The flight from Los Angeles

to Cairo ended in a catastrophe, resulting in the

death of 217 people. When the plane took off from

New York, which was a stopover point, the radio

contact was normal. What happened next was re-

ally shocking. The altitude of the plane began to de-

crease and it soon lost contact with the Air Traffic

Controller (ATC). As the altitude gradually de-

creased, the plane crashed at the Atlantic Ocean,

near Nantucket.

Investigation: This is where things took an in-

teresting turn and the mystery deepened. Since the

plane crashed in international waters, Egypt gov-

ernment was called to conduct the probe, but they

did not have the required resources and asked the

USA to carry out the investigation for them. When

US National Transportation Safety Board (NTSD)

took charge of the investigations, they found a ter-

rifying fact awaiting them- the pilot had deliber-

ately crashed the plane. This was a case of a suicide

by the pilot. The Egyptian authorities became in-

creasingly unhappy with the way the investigations

were heading and launched their own probe fol-

lowing the crash. The Egyptian authorities con-

cluded that a mechanical failure had led to the

crash. This led to a clash between USA and Egypt

which was widely covered by the media. What ac-

tually caused the crash is still not confirmed.

Flight 19 

Cause: Unknown

Reported missing: December 5, 1945

What happened: Bermuda triangle and the

list of terrifying mysteries surrounding it can drive

any person insane. Many planes have strangely dis-

appeared over Bermuda triangle, but Flight 19 re-

mains the kookiest of all. On that ill-fated day, five

TBM Torpedo Bombers underwent a routine train-

ing exercise over the Bermuda triangle. According

to radio conversations, the navigational controls

went awry and all the 14 airmen on board were lost

forever. Not only that, the PBM Mariner flying boat

that was sent to trace the missing planes with 13

crew members on board exploded mid-air and was

never heard off again.

Investigation: Nothing was ever heard from

these planes again. Months later, a navy board ob-

served that the navigational board of all the planes

went out of control which might have resulted in

the crash. The disappearance of the two search

planes was presumed to be  mid-air explosion. The

mystery was never solved and it  gives credence to

the theory that the Bermuda Triangle is home of

something paranormal, something powerful.

Lancastrian Star Dust 

Cause: Severe weather conditions

Reported missing: August 2, 1947

What happened: Star Dust was a plane which

carried six passengers and five crew members from

Buenos Aires, Argentina to Santiago, Chile. While

on flight, the radio operator of the plane sent a

Morse code to the airport confirming that the plane

will arrive at 5:45 PM, but the plane never arrived.

The plane sent a very mysterious Morse code which

was “ETA SANTIAGO 17:45 HRS STEDNEC”.

The radio operator at the airport requested clarifi-

cation and heard “STEDNEC” twice in succession

four minutes before the plane was expected to land.

Investigation: All the search operations

launched to track down the missing plane proved

fruitless. International intrigue, intercorporate sab-

otage and even abduction by aliens were some of

the theories that surfaced. The mystery caused

headache to the investigators for more than 50

years. It was only in 1990 that the pieces of wreck-

age began to  emerge from glacial ice. Two Ar-

gentine mountaineers while climbing Mount

Tupungato found the wreckage, almost 50 years

after the planes disappearance. According to in-

vestigators the crash was caused by severe

weather conditions, which made the pilot lose

sense of direction. However, they could never

offer any explanation for the last Morse code mes-

sage ‘STEDNEC’ sent out by the pilot. Some peo-

ple still doubt the cause of the crash as Captain,

Reginald Cook, was an experienced Royal Air

Force pilot.G  T

nowhere

TWA FLIGHT 800: The official reason of explosion of this
plane is known to be a short circuit which caused the fuel
tank to explode. However,  it is widely speculated that a mis-
sile strike from terrorists or US Navy caused it. 
Amelia Earheart disappearance: Famous pilot Amelia
Earhart and Fred Noonan disappeared while on a trip
around the world. People think that the plane crashed in the
Pacific Ocean, but theories suggest that she and Fred Noo-
nan may have survived the crash or they just ditched the
plane and moved on to have a new life in Japan. A research
group has claimed to have found a plane resembling
Amelia’s plane and are planning to send an underwater ex-
ploration team on September 2014.

FLYING TIGER LINE 739

March 16, 1962

October 31, 1999

EGYPT AIR 990

The curtains are finally down on the suspense drama prevailing

over the mysterious disappearance of MH 370, with the citing of

the planes’ debris in the southern Indian Ocean. Though, the probe

is still on to establish the exact cause of the crash, Amlaan Kumar,

AIS Noida, XI J, brings to you some baffling aerial disappearances

that have shocked  and bewildered the world. 

A flight to

List of aerial disappearances

Other notable aviation mysteries

December 5, 1945

FLIGHT 19

March 19, 1962 10:15:12 AM

Imaging: Pankaj Mallik, GT Network

It leaves Travis 
Air Force Base on
March 14, 1962 

It flew  from Los 
Angeles on Oct 31

Halt at New  York
airport 

Flight disappeared
from radar of JFK

Airport

Crashed at 
Atlantic Ocean

near 
Nantucket

Guam

Travis
Last heard

on March 16,
1962, 270

miles West to
Guam

A
B

C

Flight last contacted

Exploded

Bermuda
Triangle

Buenos Aires

Santiago

BSAA AVRO LANCASTRIAN

Crashed at Mount
Tupungato

Say PLEASE when you are
requesting someone for something.
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Saumya Mittal

AIS Gur 46, XII F

I die slowly every day,

this feeling of dependence, 

it always stays.

First they won’t teach me,

when I grow up, they’d beat me. 

Who am I? 

A mere a fool, they say,

unutterable is the fact, 

they do everything to make her

that way.

Broom and kitchen are my only

friends,

these rules of society, how I wish I

could mend.

I tried to talk to my husband, he

said, you’re too old to learn,

I defended, it’s not about money,

but respect for which I yearn.

These four walls, they trap my

hopes and dreams,

I cry out, praying that someone

would listen to my silent screams.

I see the girl next door, she goes to

a school,

her mother earns money by

knitting wool.

I often sit and stare at them, 

it makes me smile, 

in this world so harsh, 

God why did you make us girls so

fragile?

I feel lost in this foggy mist of faint

promises and scars,

this constant feeling of

suppression, 

is only bitter and sour 

All that I love, is now nothing

but dust, 

I wait for someone to help me out,

someone must.G  T
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Mosaic Senior

Srishti Mishra, AIS Lucknow, X

A
young boy ducked for cover be-

hind a group of people brought

to the slave market for sale. He

tried hard to escape the prying eyes of

his master. His legs trembled with fear

and heart pounded madly at the prospect

of being sold to a stranger at the mega

slave auction.

“Five gold coins for that young boy,”

sneered a pot bellied man with a long

moustache and flowing beard, as he

handed over the coins to the boy’s mas-

ter. The boy froze out of fear. He knew

his time to work day and night for his

new master had come. The man pulled

him out of the crowd and dragged him

across the road. “Come on lad, we’ve

got lots of work,” he shouted. 

Days passed by. Each day was worse

than a nightmare. For every small mis-

take, he was whiplashed. He writhed in

pain every night as he nursed his bruises.

Pain, suffering and humiliation made

him forget his name ‘Kumar.’ 

“Come here you ‘street rat’, ‘you slave

boy’,” his master would yell out. One

night, as he lay weeping, he wished to

be united with his family, whom he had

lost to plague. His uncle sold off the

poor boy for a meagre amount.

Kumar, had no choice but to concede to

his fate. One day, when he could not face

the torture anymore, he decided to flee

from the clutches of his master. He

slipped out of the house and ran as fast

as he could. He ran the whole night till

he reached a desert the next morning.

Tired and thirsty, he collapsed there. 

When he opened his eyes, he found him-

self in the house of a childless couple.

The couple had a grin on their face  and

concern in their eyes as they asked him

about his whereabouts. 

Moved by his story, they decided to

adopt him. “Don’t worry, we will take

care of you,” the man said gently. From

that day, Kumar’s life changed forever.

His new parents showered him with love

and attention. Kumar was happy to have

a loving family. G  T

Storywala

POEM Mascot Muse

Courteous w
ords 

Donut delight

Days passed by. Each day was

worse than a nightmare. For every

small mistake, he was whiplashed.

He writhed in pain every night.

Say WELCOME when you are
greeting someone.

Mohit Tokas

AIS Saket, IX A

Ingredients
Flour .......................................... 1cup

Sugar ......................................1/2 cup

Baking Powder ........................1/4 tsp

Egg .................................................. 1

Milk ........................................ 1/2 cup

Vanilla...................................... 1/2 tsp

Oil ............................................ 4 tbsp

Method
� In a bowl mix flour, sugar and bak-

ing powder together.

� Add egg, milk, vanilla and oil to

this. Beat vigorously.

� Grease the donut moulds well with

a little oil.

� Pour this mixture equally into the

donut maker. 

� Bake it for about 12 to 15 mins at

350 degrees.

� Take the donuts out and decorate

them with your choice of sprinklers

and icing.

� Your yummy donuts are ready to

eat. Enjoy!

�Alligator �Antelope � Baboon�Butterfly �Elephant

�Camel�Crocodile	 Dolphin

Find MeBrush ‘n’ Easel Dakshira Singh 

AIS Saket, XII D 

Why so 
fragile?

A ray of hope

T-shirts are  like mobile billboards that
turn the street into the world's biggest art
gallery! So, go grab one, click your snap

with it and mail it to us at 
cameracapers@theglobaltimes.in to

flaunt your witty T-shirts.

Be the
change you

wish to 
see in the

world.

If life
gives you
nonsense,

wear 
your silly 
shoes.

Tee quotes

The white pigeon: 
The harbinger of innovation 

and knowledge

Locate the following words given at the bottom in the alphabet maze below.

You may find them scattered horizontally, vertically, across or even upside down. 

Jivesh Jain 

AIS MV, IX

Y E D N O O B A B E

E L C I D L W E P C

L I F I N C E O F D

E D V R P O L M O E

P O X G E E S L A Z

H C I W T T P A P C

A O P N V H T K U A

N R A T I K V U L R

T C M N L H Q J B U

R O T A G I L L A O
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Shagun Singh, AIS P V, III B

Ingredients
Cooking chocolate . . . . . . . . 500 gms

Semi sweets . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 gms

Milk chocolate . . . . . . . . . . . 500 gms

Rice Crisps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 gms

Mixed dry fruit . . . . . . . . . . 100 gms

Moulds. . . . . . . . . as per requirement

Wrapping paper . . as per requirement

Method
� Take equal amounts of semi sweet

and milk chocolate in an oven safe

bowl.

� Keep it in a preheated oven for 1

minute to melt and make sure it

does not burn. 

� Once melted, mix and beat it to

form a smooth paste.

� Avoid any contact with water.

� Now add flavour of your choice

and pour in desired moulds.

� Refrigerate this for about an hour,

so that it attains the shape of your

mould and turns solid.

� Now take it out from the refrigera-

tor and remove from the moulds.

� Neatly wrap in colourful thin wrap-

ping paper.

� Your yummy chocolates are ready

to eat. Enjoy!

Yummy chocolates

POEM
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Say MY PLEASURE when you feel happy
or enjoy doing someone else’s work.

My name: Aarav Malhotra

My school: AIS Vasundhara 1

My Class: II C

My birthday: December 31 

I like: Cars

I hate: Non-vegetarian food

My hobby: Drawing and colouring

My role model: My father

My best friend: Akshita

My favourite game: Car racing

My favourite mall: The Great India

Place Mall, Noida

My favourite food: Pizza 

My favourite teacher: Komal ma’am

My favourite subject: Math

I want to become: A pilot

I want to feature in GT because: I

want to make my parents proud.

Painting Corner Yashana Taneja

AIS Saket, V A

Aashna Narula, AIS Pushp Vihar, VII C

Once upon a time, there was a traveller, riding on a hand-

some horse with a brown mane. After a long journey the

traveller felt tired. He tied his horse to a tree and went to a

nearby field to take some rest. When he returned, his horse was

nowhere to be found. He panicked and searched for it every-

where, but in vain. An idea struck him and he yelled, “Who-

ever has stolen my horse, please return it or I shall do what I did

last time.” The thief, hiding behind the bush, got scared and

sheepishly returned the horse to him. However, before leaving,

he asked the traveller what he had done last time when his horse

went missing. “I went to the market and got a new horse,”

replied the traveller with a smile.G  T

So, what did you learn today?
New word: Sheepishly; Meaning: Meekly

It’s Me

Little things that
matter

I want to be
anything that can
help my nation.
When I grow up, I

dream to become an

IAS, IPS or a doctor.

I also dream to be a

teacher or a

politician. In fact, I

want to be any of

these so that I can

contribute to the

development of my

nation 

Suhani Gupta, 

AIS Gur 46, III I

I dream 

Short Story

Shagun Singh

Story of a stolen horse Wisdom tale

The tale of a greedy farmer
Aryan Agarwal, AIS, Pushp Vihar, VI D

Once upon a time, there lived a farmer called Jimmy.

He was very poor, but greedy too. One day as he was

passing through the jungle, he came across an old cave. He

went inside the cave and saw precious rubies lying on the

floor. Jimmy collected all the rubies in his bag and went

off. While returning, home, he spotted another old cave.

He thought that perhaps he would find more rubies in the

cave. He went inside the cave, and to his surprise, he saw

a lot of  rubies strewn over the floor. Greedily, he began to

stuff  the rubies in his old cloth bag. The bag got over-

loaded and tore from the bottom. All the rubies fell and

slipped into a deep hole. The farmer lost all his rubies and

couldn’t do anything about it.

So, what did you learn today?
Moral: Don’t be greedy. 

Arush Singhal, AIS Saket, V C

Teacher: Richa, can you name one

important thing that we have today but

didn’t have ten years ago.

Richa: Me!

Teacher: Rajeev, go to the map and find

North America. 

Rajeev: Ma’am, here is North America

on the map.

Teacher: Right! 

Teacher: Monu, now you tell me who

discovered America?

Monu: Rajeev!

Teacher: Rohit, your essay on ‘My dog’

is exactly the same as your sister’s. Did

you copy his?

Rohit: No, ma’am, it’s the same dog!

Why did Suhani throw her watch out of

the window? She wanted to see time fly.

Mother: Why did you get a big zero in

your exam?

Child: It’s not a zero, the teacher ran out

of stars, so she gave me a moon instead!

Shreya Sharma

AIS Noida, VIII B

Have you ever thought of life without

your everyday stuff,

without simple doors, it would be so

damn tough!

From friends and family to a bar of soap,

from electricity to a piece of rope.

These little inventions are the ones that

really matter,

what would you do 

if all the mirrors shatter?

How to manage without ceiling fans,

how would you travel without vans or

cook without pans?

Think of the important roles these little

things play in your lives,

like simple spoons, forks and knives.

Without music, would you be able to

express what you feel,

what if the cave man had never invented

the wheels?

How would you clean without broom

and mops,

would you survive without farmers

growing crops?

Respect these little things, 

stop and think,

else all of it would be gone in a wink!G  T
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Six domains of early 
childhood development
Six domains of early 
childhood development
The early childhood years are crucial in the growth and development of a child. Keeping this in mind,
Amiown brings together the best teaching techniques from across the world for its tiny tots to help them
discover, explore and learn to their full potential. The early childhood development occurs through
complementary, interlinked domains of development. Given below are  six domains of development which
are also an integral part of the Amiown curriculum 

Language acquisition and its correct use

is very important. Daily conversations

between the child and the adult; rhymes,

stories, music contribute towards the

development of language skills and

scribbling and writing enhance fine motor

skills. Stories enable kids to handle books

with care.

This domain enables a child to have a

positive approach towards learning

and finding out about the world around

them; engage in group activities; to learn

new skills which raise self-awareness and

valuing their own achievements.

Young children are always processing information

about their world. Through both structured and

unstructured activities, play, and interaction with others,

they develop their understanding and abilities in basic

areas of math such as quantifying, subitizing, counting and

one-to-one correspondence. They also learn about

classifying, comparing, sorting, matching, patterning and

many more things. 

Agood physical health provides children with energy and persistence to actively

participate in the learning process. Many activities like beading, lacing, holding, tearing,

pasting, painting and crumpling of paper, etc., enhance fine motor skills and also help

children to explore, experiment and refine their movements. To develop their gross motor

skills running, jumping, hopping and skipping related activities are also planned.

Personal, social & emotional
development

Artistic expression is a very

important component in the

development of a child’s

personality. This domain helps

children to express their

individuality, abilities and skills

through imaginative role play,

drawing etc. It also helps explore

sound, colour, texture, shape, form

and space in two and three

dimensions showing increasing

ability to observe, to listen and use

their imagination.

Engaging activities are designed to encourage

exploration, observation and critical thinking. These

activities not only provide first-hand experience but also

make the child aware of the world around him/her.

Physical development Knowledge & understanding of the world 

Creative development Mathematical development

Communication, literacy & language

�

�

� �

�

�

Contributed by Suneeta Mohanty, teacher, Amiown Gurgaon
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Say EXCUSE ME when you sneeze, burp
or have to suddenly leave a social
gathering temporarily.

AIS Vasundhara 6

Poushali Ghosh, IX A & Avi Mudgal,

IX B, AIS Vasundhara 6

T
he students of Japanese language

of AIS Vasundhara 6 got the

unique opportunity to watch

‘Urashima Taro’, a famous Japanese

fable, which had been adapted to suit the

modern perspective. The story was pre-

sented using handcrafted dolls.

The puppet show, staged in Chinmaya

Mission, told the story of a young fish-

erman, Urashima Taro, who lived hap-

pily in a little house with his loving

mother. One fine morning when he went

to the sea, he found a turtle and saved it

from a whale. For his noble deed, he was

rewarded by the sea princess with whom

he fell in love. He stayed for a few days

underwater, but soon wanted to go back.

The princess gave him a mysterious box

but instructed that he must never open it.

When he got home, everything had

changed. His home was gone and his

mother had vanished. He asked if any-

one knew where his mother was but then

discovered that 300 years had passed

since the day he had left for the bottom

of the sea. Struck by grief, he absent-

mindedly opened the mysterious box. A

cloud of white smoke emerged. He sud-

denly aged, his beard turned long and

white and his back got bent. From the

sea came the sad, sweet voice of the

princess, “I told you not to open that

box. It contained your old age!”

Everyone wholeheartedly enjoyed the

puppet theatre and its unique and won-

derful message.G  T

AIS Lucknow

A
Cyber Security Campaign was

organised by AIS Lucknow  on

March 8, 2014, for parents and

students. It was aimed at developing an

overall understanding of the risks asso-

ciated with the cyber world. The chief

guest was Dr Arvind Chaturvedi, addi-

tional superintendent of police, Special

Task Force, UP, Lucknow. 

On the occasion, Kumar Shubham, sen-

ior manager – Network Security, CCFIS,

spoke about phishing, securing social

network account and mobile safety tips.

Dr Pragyan Dangwal, asst. professor,

AIBAS discussed the psychological is-

sues associated with cyber crimes. Emi-

nent guests present at the event were

Maj General KK Ohri, AVSM, Pro VC,

AU, Lucknow Campus; Brig. B K

Chopra, deputy director ASET; Dr

Deepak Arora, prof and HoD, computer

science and engineering, ASET. 

Mukta Banerjee, vice principal, AIS

Lucknow, thanked the guests and spoke

about the need to understand the dangers

that lurk in the cyber world.G  T

Reading off
people’s hands

Beaming faces at the highly popular stall put up on annual day

Presenting a memento on the occasion

Cyber awareness campaign

AIS Vas 6 students at the show

Japanese puppet theatre

AIS Gurgaon 46

T
hough, the world has made rapid

progress in technology, humans

still have faith in ancient sciences

like palmistry and face reading. Thus,

when a  group of student volunteers set

up a stall, on the evening of the junior

annual day at AIS Gurgaon 46, it

boasted of a steady flow of visitors. The

stall offered three disciplines namely

graphology – the art of reading hand-

writing, palmistry and face reading. Vis-

itors queued up to get their handwriting

read by the experts  of Class IX– Prerna

Anand and Komal Talwar, after which

they proceeded to the palmist duo –

Nitya Chopra and Mokshi Jain, and

lastly, they were impressed with the

near-accurate face reading by Kriti

Tyagi. 

One of the guests, Asha Rani Singhal,

professor of mathematics, University of

Meerut, was taken aback when the

graphologist described one of her traits

accurately. A parent, Gauri Bali, mother

of Tanishq Bali (V A) was quite effusive

in her praise for the palmistry counter. It

once  again proved that man had always

been curious, is still curious and will al-

ways be curious to know something

more about himself.G  T

A palmistry and face reading stall set up at

the annual day became everyone’s favourite 

Rahul Kapoor

Amitasha, coordinator

U
nder the able guidance of 

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,

Chairperson, Amity Group of

Schools, 54 students from the different

branches of Amity International Schools

and Amitasha participated in the  presti-

gious NASA Scientist for a Day Contest.

About the contest

The contest which is an essay writing

competition offers a unique opportunity

for young minds to unleash their creative

instincts and explore their imagination

power to the fullest. The topic of the

essay writing competition was ‘Saturn

and its moons Iapetus and Dione.’ The

students had to write an essay on any

one of them and also justify why captur-

ing the image of one of these targets

would be more scientifically engaging.

Overwhelming response  

“We received more than 1,000 essay en-

tries from enthusiastic students of vari-

ous schools in India. I am extremely

grateful to Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,

Chairperson, Amity

Group of Schools for

giving Amitians and

Amitasha students a

chance to participate in

the contest. I also want

to thank Amitasha’s

programme coordinator

for promoting the contest in Amitasha

and Amity International Schools,” said,

Ratnesh Diwedi, coordinator, India,

NASA Scientist for a Day Contest. 

Results

The results of the contest made Amity

family proud as essays of the students

from AIS Saket, AIS Vasundhara 6 and

Amitasha Saket made it to the winning

list and have also been published on the

website of NASA. 

“I am extremely happy to see that my

Amitians have once again proved that sky

is the limit for them and I congratulate all

the students who have achieved this

amazing feat with their hard work. It is

very pleasing to see that one of my Ami-

tasha girls has also won the competition

and her essay has been published on the

website of NASA,” said Dr (Mrs) Amita

Chauhan. 

Dipanshi Bansal of AIS Vasundhra 6,

IX, was adjudged the winner in the sen-

ior category while Atharva Boobna,

Ikjot Dua, Swetabh Changkakoti and

Ayush Singh of AIS Saket (VI) made

Amity proud by making it to the winners

list in the junior category. The talented

and hard working Pavitra of  Amitasha

School (VI) was also declared the win-

ner in the junior category. 

While the winners of the competition got

a merit certificate from NASA, the par-

ticipants received a special participation

certificate for their diligent efforts.G  T

Amity excels at NASA 
Scientist for a Day Contest

Prize winning essay of Pavitra,

Amitasha Saket, VI

"I have chosen Iapetus as the imaging

target because it interests me the most.

It is walnut shaped and has a rugged

surface. It has 73% water and 27%

land on its surface and still there are

possibilities of human life on it. If we

can create a satellite which can attract

the solar energy of Mars and provide

it to Iapetus then we can have water

and solar energy here through which

human life can sustain on Iapetus. We

can also make igloos at Iapetus and

stay in them. The temperature at Iape-

tus is 143 degrees celsius. We require

water, air and heat to sustain human life

and if we can provide heat to Iapetus

through a satellite then surely human

life can sustain there. The atmosphere

at Iapetus is ideal for human life but

there has to be a means through which

we can generate oxygen there. A satel-

lite can do it. I request all the scientists

to take my thoughts seriously and ex-

plore the possibilities of sustaining

human life on Iapetus. If we can create

agricultural land on Iapetus and start

farming there then we will never face a

drought on the earth. If there is a possi-

bility of human life on Iapetus then it

can be used as a safe spot when the

earth is hit by disasters like Tsunami

and earthquake. The possibilities are

immense. Let’s see what the future

holds for us. I look forward to discov-

ering life on Iapetus. Are you with me?"

Read the essay on NASA webite

...http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/education/scien-
tistforaday12thedition/international/win-
ners2013/india12/

Pavitra 
Amitasha, Saket

Co
ur

te
ou

s w
or

ds
 

Invitation for NASA Scientist for a Day 



Top 7 people you might spot in a bookstore
� We’re 14, on top of the world (and have ventured into the young adult

section for the first time, judging by all those giggles, clearly).

� The girl trying to hide her fangirl tendencies and rushing in super-

sonic motion to get to the last couch left (with no intention of leav-

ing it till she’s done with reading the book, of course).

� Nerd specs? Check. Tall, handsome and brooding? Check.

Browsing through the dust-coated, spider-webbed intellectual

bookshelf? Oh well, hello there young Werther (Werther is a

young artist of highly sensitive and passionate temperament in

the novel “The Sorrows of Young Werther”.)

� The stalker creeping through the aisles taking mental notes with

no right to be the judge of the ‘weirdness’ factor, aka, yours truly.

� The stranger taking great pride in giving you ‘unwanted’ advice

about the book you are thinking of buying. He tells you that he

read that book and liked it very much and suggests you to buy it 

� The smart one who steps into the bookstore just to use the wash-

room. He looks pretty tensed when he enters the store and oozes

calmness when he leaves.

� The one who is here for time pass visits all book shelves and still

buys nothing.

Top 3 awkward moments in the bookstore
� Knocking over the big pile of books that tumble to the floor in a

heap and knocking over something else while trying to pick them

all back up. Whoops!

� The owner giving you the stink eye because you never buy any-

thing and have practically created craters in the couches.

� Elderly people catching you in the ‘wrong’ section *coughs*

Top 4 super awesome moments in the bookstore
� Bonding over your favourite fictional characters with a completely ran-

dom stranger!

� Finding an unexpectedly wonderful book hidden behind layers of bor-

ing ones (read encyclopedias).

� An encounter with an author finds you rushing to purchase a book by

him for an autograph.(Reminded of the famous book store in Mussoorie

that has heaps of Ruskin Bond books who is a regular visitor there.) 

� That beautiful banner announcing a…SALE!G  T

Bag Pack 12

Vedant Rana, AIS Gurgaon 43, V D poses with GT at Vivekananda Rock

Memorial, Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu. It is located where the three

oceans, Bay of Bengal, Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea meet. It is a

mesmerising tourist destination.

Variety

GT Travels to Kanyakumari

Got some clicks with GT while on the go? Get them featured!

Send them to us at gttravels@theglobaltimes.in
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Courteous w
ords 

Say IT’S BEAUTIFUL when you see something
beautiful and want to praise it.

All top quotes compiled by Manan Garg, 
AIS Gurgaon 46, IV

Connaught Place, Delhi donned
a beautiful look with mes-
merising photographs by some

talented photographers during Fete de
la Photo, a photo festival in public
space. GT reporters Abhishek Lohia
and Atul Srivastava from AGBS
(Amity Global Business School) with
their live reporting bring you some
glances of it. 
The photography event was organised

by the French Embassy and NDMC in

the Central Park of Connaught Place,

New Delhi, on March 4. The event was

an initiative to portray to the people the

core essence of photography and

showcase the fact that capturing emo-

tions and blissful colours will never

fade away and that photography is for

everyone.

The chief guests of the event included

Raghu Rai, a well-known photogra-

pher of India; Francois Richier, am-

bassador of France and the members of

the French Embassy, NDMC and sev-

eral skilled photographers. 

The highlight of the event was the

showcasing of the collection of the

versatile photographs by Raghu Rai

from his trips to Paris. The photogra-

phy work of Raghu Rai, renowned

photographer Shome Basu and other

photographers were displayed as

hoardings on the buildings of the inner

and outer circle of Connaught Place,

Rajiv Chowk metro station and Jantar

Mantar.

Several photography enthusiasts were

spotted enjoying the event. Ajay Tal-

war, an avid photographer happily

said, “This was the first time a photog-

raphy event of this magnitude was tak-

ing place.” The talented photographer

Shome Basu, when asked about mobile

phones replacing cameras proudly

said, “It is just not a random click that

matters, but a photoshoot that captures

the heart of individuals.” Fete de la

Photo attracted a pack of admirers

from far and wide. The event was

highly appreciated and received a pos-

itive response from everyone.

A
run Singh of AIS Vasundhara

6, VIII C participated in the

Kissanpur program organised

by Unilever last year. As a part of the

program, children had to sow tomato

seeds and grow the plants till fruiting.

He first bought the seeds from a local

nursery and planted them in a pot by

preparing the potting mixture with the

help of his parents. He then went on to

successfully raise six healthy plants till

they bore bright red tomatoes. He found

the entire process of growing tomatoes

very interesting. He secured 31st

position amongst the top 100 growers.

At each stage, children had to click

pictures and post them on the website

www.kissanpur.com (presented below

step wise) The top 100 growers got their

picture featured on Kissan ketchup

bottles and Arun was one of them. The

bottles with his face featured on the

labels that hit stores across the country. 

Bhavya Datta of AIS Vas 1, V B, fea-

tured on the back page of a sports mag-

azine ‘Sports Star’. One day, when

Bhavya was playing cricket at his cricket

academy ‘Modern Academy of Cricket

at Barakhamba Road, New Delhi, his

photogenic look attracted the attention

of some reporters of the ‘Sports Star’

magazine. And finally he was selected

as a model for the magazine. G  T

Advertising stars

F
or book lovers, bookstores are abodes of happiness

where the sight of books and quiet atmosphere

leave them relaxed. But sometimes, one might

encounter funny people or end up having awkward or

awesome moments at a bookstore. Snigdha Shahi,

AIS Noida, XII, shares such moments with you.

For the love of
photography 

Sowing the tomato seeds

Step

1
Step

2
Step

3
Step

4

Step

5
Step

6
Step

7

Spraying water over the seeds Seeds covered in a polybag The seeds have germinated

Net to protect seedlings The healthy green leaves Tomatoes in full glory Arun wins!

Different moods at
a bookstore

CP, Delhi was transformed into an art

gallery during Fete de la Photo event

Bhavya Datta models for the cover

page of sports magazine
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